Is your team (or you!) unhealthy, stressed, overwhelmed,
or showing symptoms of fatigue or burn-out?
This can create a breakdown in communication, lead to a lack of productivity and have a negative impact on
performance and your bottom line.

Instead, achieve these ideal results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase your company’s revenue
Decrease sick days, employee time off and health costs
Create more productive, energetic employees with more resilience & mental toughness
Transform your distracted employees to a consistently focused team
Transform your employees from reactive to a PERFORM state
Create a happier workplace they love to work in
Foster healthier employees that contribute to the wellness of the company

Bottom line – you want EVERYONE in your company to PERFORM.
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Purpose

Have a goal, a target and intention set for ever PERFORMance

Emotion/Energy

Maintain proper emotions and energy level during the PERFORMance

Role

Define a role with clear intention of behavior for set expectations

Focus

Focus on what is relevant in the present and what can be controlled

Optimal State

Believe in success with the needed confidence and attitude level

Resilience

Utilize the tools to overcome any challenges

Mastery

Take responsibility for your actions and results by creating a routine of PERFORM
habits applicable no matter the situation

This system is about performance in life. All peak performers have traits that allow them to be the best in a certain
area, unfortunately these same peak performers have difficult time transitioning this to other parts of life. This leads
to a frustrating, unfilling and unbalanced life. By utilizing the PERFORM system, you achieve peak performance in
all areas of life leading to satisfaction, happiness and overall success. Whether a keynote, half-day training or a
workshop, hire Rick to deliver his high energy PERFORM system to meet your company’s specific needs.

Increase Peak Performance
For You and Your Team
Through Our Programs
Perform for Success
How to get into and maintain peak performance in business and life using the
PERFORM method. Ideal for high level executives, it uses the PERFORM state,
Pre-performance routines, stress management techniques and shares tools to
process negative triggered events.

Optimal Health for Peak Performance:
This program is where wellness and performance meet. It’s a full wellness
solution for businesses that encompasses Mental, Emotional, and Physical
Health Pillars to optimize the ability for someone to perform. An ideal
foundational program for a group, this program includes the same techniques
in Perform for Success but on a broader scope. It also teaches the 5 Pillars of
Health and Recovery Routines to Reboot.

Training Options
We can work with you one on one, in person group programs or even virtual!
One on One coaching - developing a customized plan to achieve your wellness
and performance goals.
In person training workshops - bring the team together for this interactive
workshop to elevate each person’s performance
Virtual training - for your team with webinars, group calls, and online web portal
with additional resources

Rick Sessinghaus, Psy.D is an expert on
the mental and emotional skills that make or break
performance. Rick uses his proven PERFORM
system to take professionals from stress to peak
performance. His clients perform with more focus,
energy, and resilience to take on the challenges of
the competitive environment. These skills lead to
increased revenue, more engaged workforce, and
healthier habits for sustained productivity.
Contact Rick Sessinghaus today to explore which
program is best for you and your team.
Call Rick today at 818-843-1004
Rick@PerformForSuccess.com
www.PerformForSuccess.com

“Over the past few years you
have been a tremendous
help to me personally and
professionally!
On the personal level the
training you have provided on
trigger recovery and anchors
has been priceless!! I have
been able to enjoy social
events more along with
improving the relationships
in my immediate family. My
enjoyment of my golf game
has improved, too.
Recently we discussed sleep
issues and as a result I have
gone from 4-5 hours of
interrupted sleep per night
to 7-8 hours of uninterrupted
sleep, and I feel great, now.
No longer do I fall asleep after
dinner out of sheer fatigue.
On the professional side,
we increased our annual
bonus by 400% as a result of
your work with myself and
my employees. Our people
understand how they can be
triggered and show to stay in
a joyous state through the use
of anchors.
For the first time in over 34
years I feel like we are all
working together for our
common goals. The usual
office tension is gone and that
is priceless.”

Bob Jugan

President/CEO Security and
Freedom Partners Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Huntington Beach, CA

